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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Overview of OCHRE and Local Decision Making program. 
 
The North Coast Aboriginal Development Alliance (NCADA) formerly (RADA) is one 
of eight alliances across New South Wales.  NCADA was set up under the NSW 
State Government’s (Aboriginal Affairs NSW) OCHRE Strategy, specifically its Local 
Decision Making (LDM) initiative.  NCADA has links to NSW Coalition of Aboriginal 
Regional Alliances (NCARA) which allows a direct communication to the most senior 
levels of State government.  

NCADA is underpinned by the principles of robust advocacy and leadership. The aim 
is to ensure that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples in the North Coast 
Region have the requisite knowledge on issues affecting their lives and the 
confidence to enable them to voice their opinion on how services should be 
developed, delivered and evaluated. 

Appointment of Consultants 
 

During the period from June to October 2020 NCADA engaged three independent 
consultants being Julie Perkins, Sarah Bolt and Christian Lugnan. They were 
engaged by NCADA, to determine the issues of priority for Aboriginal people in the 
NCADA footprint - Clarence Valley LGA to the Tweed LGA.  The consultants were 
accompanied by NCADA Project Officer, Janelle Brown. 
 
Ms Perkins undertook consultations in Tabulam, Casino, Lismore and Kyogle.   
Ms Bolt undertook consultations in the Tweed, Ballina and Byron LGA’s.  Whilst Mr 
Lugnan undertook consultations at Grafton, Yamba (Pippie Beach), Baryulgil and 
Malabugilmah. 
 
These consultations are part of stage one of NCADA’s consultation process. All in all 
18 groups/organisations/communities were consulted either face to face, through 
email & phone contact and through virtual meetings. This initial consultation process 
was by no means intended to cover every organisation, group, community or 
individual in the NCADA foot print, rather the process was an opportunity to cover a 
cross section of Aboriginal people, groups, organisations and communities 
throughout the region.  All local government areas in the NCADA footprint were 
visited by consultants. 
 
It needs to be acknowledged that Aboriginal people have been constantly consulted 
over the years, with little obvious progress being made in regards to the issues that 
face them.  Our communities could therefore be forgiven, if they were a little 
sceptical of this consultation process.  However, everyone spoken to was extremely 
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generous with their time and very obliging in providing information and knowledge 
about their communities and their needs. 
 
However, as one consultant expressed: 

“NCADA needs to think clearly as to what its role is, in terms of gaining 
information and what will happen with such and provide feedback to people who 
gave their time to meet. Otherwise, NCADA will be another group that met with 
Aboriginal communities, gained information and not much else happens”.  
 
There is also a risk, when undertaking these consultations, 

“of raising hopes of Aboriginal people that their identified issues will be looked 
at in a short space of time”.   
This community expectation could damage the reputation of NCADA thus hampering 
any progress it is trying to achieve.  
 
As was expected, there were a range of issues raised that were common across the 
region which are outlined in this summary below. There were also issues that were 
specific to particular communities– these are documented in the individual 
summaries of the consultant’s reports (see Attachments A, B and C) available on our 
website. 
 
Appointment of Consultants 
 
Purpose of Community Consultations 
 
As a requirement of our commitment to AANSW, we (as NCADA) undertook to 
conduct three key forums in the region to gain feedback on the priorities across the 
communities on the North Coast. 
 
Given the intervention of the Covid 19 virus and its restrictions on large gatherings of 
people, NCADA decided to conduct small scale meetings across the region within 
the current structures of community groups and organisations, local community 
networks and individuals. 
 
Although there has been many studies and research conducted within our 
communities regarding our needs, NCADA felt best to look at what could be the 
solutions to the well-known concerns of our communities and work towards 
addressing some of the “Big Picture” issues impacting on the lives of Our People. 
 
These priorities and potential solutions can then feed into the conversations we have 
with government representatives regarding future Accord developments for the North 
Coast. 
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Regional Issues & Community Feedback 
 
The following is a brief summary of the issues raised at the various community 
consultation meetings conducted on NCADA’s behalf; 
 
Housing 
 

• Lack of affordable housing/ homelessness is one of the biggest issues across 
the region.  

 
• It is particularly notable that in coastal towns such as Tweed Heads and Byron 

Bay that there are significant numbers of Aboriginal people sleeping rough.   
 

• In Byron Bay, Aboriginal people often can’t afford to live on country and 
therefore live somewhere else even though they work in Byron.   

 
• Social housing waiting lists are several years long particularly in coastal 

towns/tourist spots. 
 

• Repairs and maintenance is a significant issue for Aboriginal Housing Office 
(AHO) tenants and Aboriginal land council tenants. 

 
Health and Well Being 
 
A range of health issues were noted including: 
 

• Lack of ready access to dental care for a lot of communities ie: Aboriginal 
people living in the Kyogle, Tweed, Byron and Ballina LGAs are required to 
access Casino AMS to seek appropriate assistance for dental treatment. 
 

• No ready access to drug and alcohol rehabilitation facilities – many have to 
seek treatment in Queensland.  Only facility in the region is at Alstonville and 
offers limited places for men only. 
 

• There are major concerns regarding mental health issues, self-harm and 
suicide. 
 

• There is a need for both local men and women’s groups in Aboriginal 
communities. It was noted some communities do have active men’s and 
women’s groups however, there were many communities that didn’t. 
 

• Lateral violence was an issue that was identified in many of the communities. 
It wasn't always labelled as such, but the behaviours described were 
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manifestations of lateral violence.  It hindered any progress that communities 
were attempting to achieve. 
 

Youth Issues 
 

• The need to support young women 
• Lack of employment and training opportunities 
• Lack of transport and driver’s license further limits opportunities for 

employment and training 
• the school system not meeting the needs of many Aboriginal students, with 

many leaving school early 
• Suicide and mental health issues for young people. 
• Homelessness, many young people are “couch surfing”. 

 
Social Justice concerns 
 

• Lateral violence – see Health and Well-being above.  This was also seen to 
be a social justice issue within communities. 
 

• Juvenile crime was identified as an issue in some communities 
 

• The rate of reoffending amongst those caught in the justice system is 
extremely high 
 

• The high prevalence of family violence which can often lead to the removal of 
children into the Out Of Home Care system. 
 

• The high rate of AVOs being breached. 
 
Training and Employment 
 

• More opportunities including training and education are required for people to 
secure full-time permanent employment. 

 
Education 
 

• There were many issues that were identified that can affect education 
including home environment and distance/ travel to school,    
 

• There are many Aboriginal students who were studying outside the traditional 
school system ie: through Distant Ed and through home schooling (particularly 
in the Tweed area) 

• See also youth issues above 
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Transport 
 

• Transport impacts on the ability of Aboriginal people, particularly young 
people and Elders to access health services, education, employment and 
training opportunities, social and cultural activities and can be a deciding 
factor on where people choose to live.  Aboriginal people throughout the 
region commented on the lack of community and/or affordable transport. 

 
 
 
 
Funding Issues 
 

• Too many short term projects meant to address long-term problems 
 

• Aboriginal organisations forced to compete with non-Aboriginal organisations 
for Indigenous specific funding 

 
General service delivery issues 
 

• Lack of co-ordination, service overlap and gaps of services particularly to 
smaller and remote communities. 
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Recommendations from the Community Consultations. 

That NCADA clearly defines and then communicates its role 
and the OCHRE & Local Decision Making strategy to all people 
and communities so there is little confusion. 

 

That NCADA develops clear strategies and protocols for the 
collection of information including clearly defining the purpose it 
will be used for and any third party dissemination of this 
information. That these strategies be put in place asap to 
ensure that collected data is disseminated to appropriate 
entities ie: RLE, funding bodies & service providers, to ensure 
issues are adequately address. 

 

Consider the development of regional cultural protocols for all 
service providers to comply to. 
 

 
That NCADA promote the reduction of lateral violence by 
holding forum(s) throughout the North Coast. 

 
 

NCADA sponsor and promote a professional Aboriginal 
Women’s Alliance and forum held within the North Coast. 

 
 

NCADA plan stage two of its community consultation process. 
 

 
NCADA plan three solution focused forums across its region, 
bringing to the forum the data collected during the consultation 
process and the concurrent research project.  This forum will be 
an opportunity for Aboriginal individuals, organisations and 
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communities to identify effective strategies to address issues. 
 

 
NCADA meet with the OCHRE Evaluation team and NSW 
Ombudsman on the future of the Local Decision Making 
strategy. 
 

 
NCADA take steps to ensure it is appropriately funded by 
Government to continue to work, visit and meet with Regional 
Leadership Executive team and other Regional bodies.  

 
 

To be respected and treated as professional group NCADA 
requires adequate resources. NCADA must consider an 
application to National Indigenous Australians Agency to 
partner on this journey, bringing on board the agreed Close the 
Gap regional structure. In this way NCADA is well placed to be 
the Voice of the North Coast.  
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The Accord - Potential Topics 
 
It is further recommended the following issues be considered as possible topics to be 
negotiated by NCADA with state government when negotiating an Accord for the 
North Coast. 
 

a) That state government give a commitment to ensure that Aboriginal specific 
programs be auspiced by Aboriginal organisations.  Any exceptions to this 
criteria to be negotiated with the community. 
 

b) That there be clarification/transparency on what funding is going to community 
organisations in relation to Indigenous programs. 
 

c) An assurance that remote or small communities have regular and satisfactory 
service provision (Byron, Tabulam, Bonalbo, Baryulgil/Malabugilmah, Mulli) – 
that this clause be included in funding agreements with service providers.  
Further, service providers need to provide a plan on how they intend to 
access regular outreach to Aboriginal communities in their area. 

 
d) Where there is a defined ongoing need that government must commit to fund 

pilot projects beyond their initial funding term. The initial funding term of a pilot 
project should be used as an opportunity to develop service to a point where it 
is of the utmost effectiveness.  
 
Once the initial funding pilot term is completed an evaluation must be under 
taken and the service to be further funded (on a 3 year cycle) and adjusted if 
need be, based on the evaluation results. 
 

e) Funding bodies to undertake planning days with service providers and 
NCADA representation when Aboriginal programs are being planned.  
 

f) Funding to Aboriginal community organisations for community-based 
programs to be on a minimum of 3 year terms 

 
g) Aboriginal specific programs to be contracted to Aboriginal organisations only. 

Need to determine how many non-Aboriginal organisations are currently being 
funded for Aboriginal specific programs? 
 

h) That NCADA discuss with State government and communities the possibility 
of localised Accords e.g., by LGA or by traditional nations or clan areas.  
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The Next Steps Forward 

 
Undertake a workshop to priorities and develop recommendations for realistic future 
action and outcomes. 
 
Provide feedback to community on the findings of the community consultations and 
plans to move forward. 
 
Develop a vision for NCADA and our communities together. 
 
Commence discussions with relevant government agencies to source understanding, 
support and resources for key identified priorities. 
 
Continue to work with all key stakeholders towards the development of an 
appropriate Accord(s) for the North Coast Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
communities. 
 
 

 
 

Leading the Way by Accountability, Advocacy and Action. 
 
 


